Lock ‘N Seal™ gives you the solution to the unsightly problems of tannin pull. This pre-catalyzed waterbased sealer has a specific blend of resins and solvents formulated to lock out the tannin pull problem. Tannin pull is especially prevalent on White Oak and many exotic species of flooring.
This pre-catalyzed waterbased sealer with unparalleled tannin blocking characteristics prevents darkening from heavy spots and applicator marks. Lock 'N Seal™ dries crystal clear delivering a flawless floor. Lock 'N Seal makes sealing floors easier!

**WET FINISH INDICATOR**

The finish will appear milky when wet so you can see any missed spots. Heavy spots and applicator marks are no longer a worry — Lock 'N Seal dries crystal clear.

**LOCK’N SEAL ADVANTAGES**

- Unparalleled tannin blocking: Prevents darkening from heavy spots
- Will coat a wide range of exotics without color change
- Single component
- Crystal clear color
- Low 275 VOC
- Wet finish indicator: Color will appear milky when wet so that you can see missed spots

**FIND OUT MORE**

For more information about Basic Coatings® or Lock’N Seal, visit your local Basic Coatings Distributor, call us toll-free at 800-441-1934 or visit us on the web at www.basiccoatings.com

“When I first used Lock ‘N Seal, I was a little apprehensive of the milky appearance. Then I saw how perfectly clear the finish dried, and I was amazed. I have tried to leave applicator marks, and they just seem to disappear. Tannin pull, lap lines and applicator marks are no longer a worry.”

Bob Dane
Bob Dane Flooring
Norwalk, CA
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